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For years, no CU employees wanted to 
work Sundays, so skipping daily 
processing on Sunday was a no-brainer

But today, members want to do things 
with you on Sundays 
Should you care?

Why is this important now?
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 To truly be an online retailer, you cannot see retailing on the 
Internet as something you simply attach to the real things you 
do in your office...it has to come from the center of how you 
think

 To that end, we all have some work to do
 What do we have to change so that we’re open for business 7 days 

a week?

 What do we have to change to present an active, 24x7 opportunity 
for members to interact with us?

 What do we have to do to appear local, no matter where we are 
processing?

 What do we have to change so we can fluidly use the right resource 
at the right time, whether it’s our own, a partner’s, or a 
computer’s?  

Changing the way we manage the clock for an online world
Ultimately it will be more than DP, it will take CUs changing their business rules

It’s not as simple as 
adjusting tasks one 
at a time, it’s more 

fundamental: 
it require the 

strategists from the 
network (you) to 

step up
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 We’ve gotten better over the years, extending posting 
hours, adding stand-in, adding high availability 
replication...doing everything possible to limit the 
amount of time we need to be offline each day

 So far we’ve made great progress on the 24-hour day
 Activity dates vs. business dates

 Converted to stand-in by individual CU, expanding the # 
of hours of real-time processing for every CU

 Completed time-zone processing (at the Grand Rapids 
data center) so that every CU’s daily cycle goes through 
midnight, no matter where their CU resides – looking 
like “local,” even when processing far away

Letting members interact with us, 24x7
Can we settle for anything less than 23:59:59 per day?
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 Members live their financial lives 7 days a week, and sometimes 24 hours a day, 
and that includes holidays
 CUs live by their business day configurations, 5 or 6 days a week, less if you consider 

holidays 

 We could process 7 days a week...and get creative (365/366 days a year)

 We need to agree on new processes that allow us to live with our members
 Should we do 7-day-a-week automated transfers?  Saturday morning AFTs?  Sunday 

morning AFTs?  Holiday AFTs?  How will that work with our business day accounting?

 Should we do 7-day-a-week delinquency adjustments?  Should a member go 
delinquent on a Sunday morning or on a holiday?

 Should we release funds on a Sunday or holiday?

 Should eNotices go out on weekends and holidays?

Appearing open for business 7 days a week
We set the foundation with activity/business dates...is it time to go the rest of the way?

Your members say yes, your staff says yes, but I’m not sure that 
your process rules and regulations say yes...we need a spec



Our Board Directors are 
wondering if this is a good 
investment by the CUSO

How far should we take it?

What are our options?
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What are our choices?

OPTION 1

Do nothing; let 
CUs continue to 

make a decision to 
process 5, 6, or 7 

days a week

OPTION 2

Declare that 
Sundays are no 
different from 

Saturdays (run 7-
day cycles for free)

OPTION 3

Adjust member-
facing processes 
to run differently 

on Mondays

Change before you have to...or find yourself late to the party and reacting at the last minute

Let’s look at the pros and cons of each
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PROS
 We have been doing Sunday processing for 

the occasional CU this way for years
 It’s tried and true...No software or procedural 

modifications needed, and everything’s ready 
to go

 The CU can make their own decisions about 
how far to go 
 Offer lobby services or not...Offer drive-up 

services or not...or just respond to online 
channels based on Sunday being a processing day

 As a CUSO, we do have some pricing options

CONS
 Accounting processes related to EOD and 

BOD for Sundays
 Adds one more cycle to reports, archiving of 

reports, and reconciling if necessary

 It is not clear whether you have to consider 
this an official business day when thinking 
about all official rules about business days
 There’s an unknown, and you have to think 

through the issues

 You need to do the research 
 Check with peers that are currently running 

Sunday hours on how they solve the 
problems, if any

OPTION 1: Do Nothing
CURRENT PRICE

$500 one-time setup fee, 
$250 per Sunday ($13K/year)
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From the CUSO’s standpoint, 
CU*Answers would lose 

maintenance windows and have 
to dedicate time and warrant a 7th

day of processing 
(more, if we add holidays)
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PROS
 Would create a consistent standard – we’d 

all be in it together
 Reduces the errors that might come from CUs 

picking and choosing

 If we made this one-size-fits-all, every CU 
would be ready for the Internet user and a 
24x7 world

 Since we’re all in this together, we can make 
this a CUSO investment and reduce the cost 
for everyone to be a 7-day player
 Would allow us to plan long-term for this 

environment and Internet retailing concepts

CONS
 We would have to create a plan to maximize 

available maintenance windows
 Shorter up-time cycle for Sundays and 

holidays: ending by 6pm ET

 Perform more HA rollovers, using the 
redundant server while we do maintenance 
on PROD

 If we don’t make this one-size-fits-all, even if 
it’s free, we have to plan for CUs to choose
 Elect a 5- or 6-day week; include or exclude 

holidays

OPTION 2: Sundays/Holidays are Just Another Day
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PROS
 Credit unions could avoid an additional day 

of processing (or two days, if you’re a 5-day 
shop now)

 Sunday maintenance windows would not be 
affected because the EOD/BOD cycle could 
still be based on Monday, just like it is today

CONS
 Lots of changes to KEY features, like:

 AFTs
 Delinquency monitoring
 Releasing check holds
 eNotices
 Archival and associated fees
 Dividend and interest calculations (?)
 Everything else we haven’t thought of yet...

 There is substantial risk, and it will take a lot 
of time to bring this to market

 Support teams (CU and CUSOs) will have to 
remember the nuances of these processes 
being different on weekends vs. weekdays

OPTION 3: Adjust Member-Facing Software



Should we vote?
https://www.cuanswers.com/resources/kitchen/24x7focusgroup/ 

Post your  
thoughts in 
the Kitchen

https://www.cuanswers.com/resources/kitchen/24x7focusgroup/


We already know that 7-day 
processing is in our future

The question is, is the time now, or 
further down the road?

Conclusion
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